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Olympus: Next Generation DoD DevSecOps 

Olympus is an Internal Research and Development project that models the GMD 

system components and adversarial threats in simulated missile defense scenarios. 

The project focuses on implementing the various GMD components as containerized 

microservices on a Kubernetes cluster to demonstrate the scalability, reliability, and 

security of utilizing modern software approaches for ballistic missile defense 

systems.  

 

Figure 1: Olympus System Architecture 

Olympus uses Java Spring Boot microservices for stateless services, ReactJS for a 

light-weight user interface, Docker containers for self-contained system 

components, Kubernetes container orchestration for a highly-available and robust 

system, Istio for a non-intrusive service mesh, Jaeger for traffic tracing between 

system components, Kiali for operational monitoring, and Apache Kafka for an 

event-driven system design. 

With Kubernetes, the number of individual services or “pods” that are running can 

be scaled up or down on-demand or automatically to meet the mission and 

operational needs. The scalability ensures that the GMD simulation can handle an 

ever-growing number of simulated adversarial threats so that the fire-control 

systems are limited only by the number of available interceptors, and not by the 

availability of computing power. The simulated GMD system is able to handle the 

loss of system components without operational impact due to the reliable and 

resilient infrastructure derived from the Kubernetes declarative deployment, which 

enforces the version-controlled, predefined system configuration by automatically 
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deploying new instances of compromised system components. The security 

guarantees that the entire GMD system can operate in an incredibly secure manner 

by leveraging automated encrypted communications between components and 

users, immediate recycling/restarting of containers and system components that 

are potentially compromised, and logging of every action that occurs in the system 

including service and user actions. 

Olympus is a mono-repo project that utilizes Gitlab for its configuration 

management and continuous integration/continuous deployment pipeline and it 

uses the following: 

1. Build system: Gradle for Java and Yarn for Javascript (ReactJS) 

2. Continuous integration server: GitlabCI  

3. Version control: Gitlab 

4. Quality: SonarQube, JaCoCo, CheckStyle 

5. Automated cybersecurity: Anchore, OpenSCAP, SonarQube 

6. Automated delivery: DockerHub, Artifactory 

7. Stage/Job Templating to reduce pipeline code and ensure consistency across 

sub-component pipelines 

8. Deployment orchestration: Kubernetes & Istio natively on Google Cloud 

Compute 

We chose GitlabCI as our CI/CD server because it simplifies the integration and 

setup of a CI/CD pipeline by utilizing containers for every stage and allowing tools 

and their runtime requirements to be incorporated into a CI/CD pipeline as a single 

infrastructure as configuration line. GitLab provides a fully integrated single 

application for the entire DevOps lifecycle without requiring plugins to integrate 

tools into its pipelines. GitlabCI allows the reuse of pipelines across multiple 

projects with a job template feature, allowing a create once, run anywhere scheme 

for implementing automated testing and continuous delivery. 

 

Figure 2: Olympus Threat-Manager-Service pipeline 

 

One of the Olympus services, Threat-Manager-Service, features a CI/CD pipeline 

shown in Figure 2 above, with automated unit and functional testing of 
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applications, generation of documentation, packing of the software, and delivery to 

artifact repositories. Our project pipelines typically include software quality gates, 

dependency scanning tools, container scanning tools, system security scanning 

tools, packaging of software inside of containers, and deployment of containerized 

software to Kubernetes clusters. In the final “Cloud-deploy” stage shown in the 

pipeline image above, we deploy auto-containerized versions of the software to the 

target Kubernetes environment on Google’s Cloud Platform (GCP). 

Olympus leverages the containerization of its development environments, 

containerization of its deployed components, and Kubernetes to produce a product 

that can be entirely developed on cloud-hosted services allowing developers to edit, 

test, and run Olympus from any device. Olympus’ use of Gitpod allows developers 

to remotely provision a container-based development environment with an 

integrated browser-based IDE, Theia. Olympus developers can then deploy 

development Kubernetes clusters to run the Olympus services as they actively 

develop a service or component using tools such as Garden or Telepresence to 

remotely hot-load the service and manage the cluster. This eliminated the need for 

expensive high-performance machines, providing development time and cost 

savings. This development pattern is not just for commercial software products, it 

can easily be replicated on secure, private, and air-gapped networks by utilizing 

secure web services from AWS, GCP, and Azure, or by running infrastructure 

components on private services. 

The Olympus product is entirely controlled by configuration management. From the 

development environment and build tools to the deployment infrastructure and 

configuration, the entire project and its infrastructure exist in a single 

version-controlled Git repository. Olympus controls its environments by utilizing 

Infrastructure as Code tools such as Docker, Kubernetes, and Istio to document the 

implementation and configuration of containers, container orchestration, runtime 

configuration, and service mesh infrastructure for its build, pipeline, and declarative 

deployment environments. Olympus also maintains configuration for its build tools 

such as Gradle and Yarn, build settings, dependencies, and build metadata in the 

project’s software repository so that we can reproduce any build, release, or artifact 

with confidence. Olympus’ CI/CD pipeline and infrastructure is stored and 

maintained as part of the software repository, utilizing Gitlab and its 

container-based GitlabCI to provide a completely documented and repeatable CI/CD 

environment. The delivery of build artifacts is entirely maintained in the software 

repository including the steps to upload build and release artifacts to artifact 

repositories like JFrog Artifactory and container images to repositories like 

Dockerhub. The deployment and configuration of live services is documented as 

code in the project repository as Kubernetes configuration files. Because the 

entirety of the project is configuration controlled in a Git repository, the whole 

project can be moved between environments with little to no development 
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downtime, and deploy a completely configured and operational simulation system in 

about 10 minutes. 

Istio is utilized as a service mesh for the Olympus microservices. The side-car proxy 

ecosystem unlocks a myriad of features with little to no modification of components 

and component behavior. Starting with telemetry, the Kiali and Jaeger tools in the 

Istio ecosystem provided granular tracing of our API and method calls. We apply 

Systems Thinking to the telemetry data received, optimizing inefficient methods 

and API chains. The integration with Istio also gives Olympus better insight and 

control over the traffic between services. With the use of Istio’s Destination Rules 

(route tables and network access control list) and Virtual Service, we are also able 

to specify routing rules to enable canary, dark, and shadow releases of certain 

features. The security features of Istio, in addition to providing mutual TLS (mTLS) 

between all services, also allow us to inject faults into a running Olympus 

environment to test different Circuit Breaking patterns. 

Olympus has shown that the latest DevSecOps technologies and principles can be 

applied to any application to improve operational readiness and resilience. More 

importantly, it shows that the development and deployment of capabilities can be 

done at the fraction of cost and time with the right tools and processes. 

 

For more information or to request a demo of Olympus, contact us at 

sales@zadentech.com! 

 

 

 

 

All information regarding the GMD system is unclassified and readily available from MDA 
information. The following references are the publicly released sources are the basis of the GFC 
and GMD system design.  
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